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hello!
why do they care about Where? 
The web has taken off in the past couple of years and has been a large part of the Web 2.0 movement. 
it has all the hallmartks of Web 2.0
 - it’s data driven and its that data that helps derive value
 - it’s got aamaxing interfaces - in fact Gooogle Maps was the first large scale Ajax application
 - it’s an eternal beta; the interface, the data, are always changing always being made better
 - an it’s made better the more people that use it and contribute to it. on some applications you can 
find the best restaurant, the best cafe, the best bathroom

but in many ways the geoweb is seperate from web 2.0

for one its an existing industry. it just happens to be moving to the web
2) there’s real money out there. people know that they will pay for this data and service. 
3) it’s real. the industry helps you relate to the ‘real world’ more accurately

 - 



Trends

• Maps, Maps Everywhere

• The Web as the GeoIndex

• Crowdsourced Data Collection



Maps, Maps Everywhere

The Google Maps API and the mashups that forced it. 
have caused people to expect maps. 
B/c of google maps API any site can have maps. 
B/c of the brand new embeddable google maps anyone can put maps on their site.



Syncing coordinates from GPX tracks into the Exif header using software that compares time stamps. The software programs RoboPhoto, RoboGEO, Quakemap, and TopoFusion, as well as the web-based services GeoSnapper and Thingster, can 
match up photos in this way. [1] For the Mac, PhotoGPSEditor will do the trick. For scripts in python, check out http://sethoscope.net/geophoto/

housing maps - paul rademacher, now with google
chicago crime - adrian holovaty, wapo, django
bus monster - chros smoak
If your users aren’t surprising you by the ways they build on your product, you’re doing something wrong.
If they are surprising you, learn quickly from them, and support them in what they do.
all started in 2005, then launched at where and deflated the commercial industry
876 mashups on programmableweb; 44% all time; 32% recently
maps + geocoder + any_other_type of data
devless apps - openkapow, dapper
ning
platial
processing
geopress + mapufacture
greasemonkey script http://code.highearthorbit.com/greaseroute/
Greasemonkey is a Firefox extension which lets you to add bits of DHTML ("user scripts") to any web page to change its behavior. In much the same way that user CSS lets you take control of a web page's style, user scripts let you easily control any 
aspect of a web page's design or interaction.
http://userscripts.org/

aggregators: 
mapufacture
flickr

plugins:
geopress on wordpress
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Embedded Maps

Mashups require a step that  The trick with embedded maps is that you can make your map and then share it on 
your site. 
No URL is needed
nothing but access to the source code of the page
analogous to youtube, in fact, entitled YouTube-style
this feature is so easy that anyone can now have a map on their site
its very democratizing



mapstraction

openlayers
About...
While Mapstraction is a mapping abstraction library that provides a simple 
interface to a large number of mapping APIs, the OpenLayers project is pushing 
the envelope with new and advanced functionality for dynamic maps. 
OpenLayers (http://openlayers.org) is a free and open source JavaScript mapping 
library that provides developers with a large toolkit not found in other modern 
libraries. It was spun out from MetaCarta labs and powers a number of their other 
open projects, such as GutenKarte (http://gutenkarte.org).  
Some of the advanced features include: 
• Multiple layers that can each be turned off or on 
• WMS tiles from map servers 
• Layers for Google, Virtual Earth, Yahoo!, and MultiMap 
• Bounding-box zoom 

OpenLayers makes it easy to put a dynamic map in any web page. It can display map tiles and markers loaded from any source. MetaCarta developed the initial version of OpenLayers and gave it to the public to further the use of geographic information 
of all kinds. OpenLayers is completely free, Open Source JavaScript, released under the BSD License.
Gutenkarte
Gutenkarte is a geographic text browser, intended to help readers explore the spatial component of classic works of literature. It is built atop MetaCarta's GeoParser API, and uses OpenLayers to display locations on a general map and on the 'browse' 
pages. 
World Free Map
The World Free Map is a queryable version of the CIA Factbook. Clicking on a country will show information about it, from the population to the number of cell phones. 
Mumbai Free Map
The Mumbai Free Map is an attempt to create an open-data base mapping initiative in Mumbai, India. It is part of the Free Map System, and contains raster and vector data to an incredibly detailed level. OpenLayers replaced MapBuilder as the primary 
mapping interface for the project in May of 2006. 
Boston Free Map
The Boston Free Map uses data from MassGIS inside of an OpenLayers instance. It is designed to be used by applications in Massachusetts which are dedicated to free/open data, such as the Open Guide to Boston. 
GSMLoc.org
GSMLoc.org is a cell stumbling site. It uses OpenLayers to power the maps which are the basis of displaying information to users on the site. 

worldkit?
    * Ubiquitous use in the Flash Player and with RSS feeds.
    * Highly configurable look and feel. Can use images for marking annotations.
    * Integrates with weblogging tools, and any software producing RSS.
    * Displays photos within the map.
    * Zoom & Pan. Integrates with Zoomify for high resolution images, and WMS Sources.
    * Lines and Polygons. Time Navigation.
    * Accepts input for Collaborative Cartography & GeoWiki.
    * Annotations are categorizable. Javascript interface for GIS layer functionality.
    * GPS track routes. 
Mikel Maron's worldKit (http://worldkit.org) is a free and open source Flash- 
based map that supports a variety of formats for easily mapping locations and 
feeds. It is different from the above mapping APIs that rely on JavaScript and an 
external source of mapping tiles and images. Using Flash for mapping provides 
better cross-browser support since functionality is provided by a standardized plug- 
in. Flash is also good for mobile applications.



PlaceBase & DeCarta

placebase & decarta
these are two companies that create maps for the enterprise
they each had previous business models
decarta used to be telcontar; they made middleware that was used by google, yahoo, and ask. they are slowly 
being replaced. so they have found a new business - making maps. their API will allow you to have your own look 
and feel. your own style. 

placebase is a young start-up in a similar position. they make maps pre-render the tiles. 
they service those that need GIS work but can’t dedicate a single person to eb solely devoted to it.
this is a young industry and both of the companies are finding their feet.



What Does This Mean

• Your friends get a clue about GIS

• New markets for mapping companies

this is the part where your friends really get a clue about what you do.

• so what does this cause? 

new companies to fill in the space for companies who want their own maps
 weogeo
 decarta
 pushpin



The GeoIndex

because of maps being availabel everywhere
there is now more of a desire to mark up your pages



geoweb - all of the geo information found on the web today
in practical terms it’s all of the geo webpages and files that have been indexed by google, ms, and other search 
engines and are searchable by geo terms

that’s what makes up the geoindex and that is what is represented above.



<feed xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom" 
      xmlns:georss="http://www.georss.org/
georss" 
      xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml">
   <title>Dino's Mt. Washington trip</title>
   <link href="http://www.myisp.com/dbv/"/>
   <updated>2005-12-13T18:30:02Z</updated>
   <author>
      <name>Dino Bravo</name>
    </author>
   <id>http://www.myisp.com/dbv/</id>
   <georss:where>
      <gml:LineString>
         <gml:posList>
            45.256 -110.45 46.46 -109.48 43.84 
-109.86 45.8 -109.2
         </gml:posList>
      </gml:LineString>
   </georss:where>

GeoRSS

GeoRSS (http://georss.org) is an extension to the common RSS (Really Simple 
Syndication) used on web sites to notify readers of new articles or updates. 
GeoRSS adds geographic coordinates and features to RSS and Atom items.  
GeoRSS comes in several flavors: W3C Geo, Simple, and GML. Simple was 
developed to speed the adoption and use of GeoRSS by providing an 
uncomplicated format that is sufficient for making points, lines, and polygons. 
W3C Geo



<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<kml xmlns="http://earth.google.com/kml/2.0">
<NetworkLink>
  <name>WikiMapia</name>
  <open>1</open>
  <description>WikiMapia is an online map 
resource that combines Google Maps with a 
Wiki system, allowing users to add 
information (in the form of a note) to any 
location on the globe. Visit 
www.wikimapia.org for more details.</
description> 
  <Url>
   <href>http://wikimapia.org/d/</href>
    <viewRefreshMode>onStop</viewRefreshMode>
    <viewRefreshTime>2</viewRefreshTime>
  </Url>
</NetworkLink>
</kml>

KML

google created. 
 and becoming a standard
Another XML format is KML (Keyhole Markup Language) 
(http://earth.google.com/kml), which was developed by Keyhole Technologies 
and is now owned by Google. Keyhole created the KML file format, Google 
Earth’s predecessor. Since acquiring Keyhole, Google greatly extended the use and 
capability of KML, which can now define three-dimensional geometry for creating 
geospecific buildings. 

 

While you would probably never write KML yourself, many tools exist to generate 
KML from other file formats, or via a drawing program. 
One unique feature to KML is the ability to embed 3-D visualization models into 
the KML file. This is how users insert buildings, objects, and geographic 
annotations (Sticky Notes for maps) within their files

google maps accepts it





You're logged in as theweirding (logout)
Home My Pipes Browse Discus

s

Documentation Create a pipe Search for Pipes...

GeoAnotated Reuters News
Uses the geonames.org RSS-to-geoRSS webservice to add location information to Reuters newsfeed. The
result is displayed using the Yahoo!Maps AJAX API (thanks to Pipes Location Extractor). It can be viewed
there : http://www.80n.dreamhosters.com/

View Source Clone

Use this Pipe

Get results by Email or Phone  More options

Author:

el80n

Properties:

Published on 02/12/07
47 runs
369 clones

Tags:

news
geo
map
georss

Sources:

geonames.org
ws.geonames.org

View Source

1

5

8

10
Myanmar junta threatens action against p…

Map List 10 items

yahoo! pipes is a feed masher
you input the feeds and you can putput feeds, html, json, georss, kml
after a while tey added maps
this is geoannotated news



Web Images Video News Maps Gmail more ! Saved Locations | Sign in | Help

 Search Results    Print  Send  Link to this pageMy Maps

Find businesses Get directions

©2007 Google -Map data ©2007 Sanborn, NAVTEQ™ -Terms of Use

Map Satellite Hybrid

500 ft

200 m

Street View Traffic

e.g., "10 market st, san francisco" or "hotels near lax"

sushi Search Maps

User-created content New!

Results 1 - 10 of about 1,002 for sushi - Modify
search

Sushi Rika
http://www.sushirika.net/ 900 Bush St San
Francisco, CA 94109 (415) 923-1141 ...
SF Trip - google.com

Sushi Rika
900 Bush St San Francisco, CA 94109 (415)
923-1141 ...
JavaOne 2007 - google.com

Sushi Bay
355 Kearny St San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 765-9909 under $5 for lunch ...
San Francisco - google.com

Sushi Bay
Cheap, filling Japanese bento boxes filled
with teriaki, curry, chicken katsu and more.
The daily special, for $4.50 ...
Cheap Eats - google.com

Sushi Rock
614 Pine St San Francisco, CA 94108 (415)
399-0882 ...
Mom and Me SF - google.com

Sushi Rika

Search the map
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MyMaps



What Does It Mean?

• Publish Your Data to the web

• Use Creative Commons

• Use easy-to-read formats

• KML, GeoRSS, MicroFormats

• Make it searchable

if you want your data to count publish it to the web
make it Creative commons
use easy to read formats: KML, GeoRSS, MicroFormats
make it searchable 



Crowdsourced Data 
Collection



England based Open Data company.
Data laws are differnet in the UK and other parts of the world. TIGEr data isn’t available. OSM is still gaining traction. Has had commercial use (Isle of Wight) and has received an influx of data from Yahoo!
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tele atlas, the other street data collector, has been bought by Tomtom. this is the biggest example of 
crowdsourcing that i cna think of.
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weogeo
™

1: GLOBAL NAVIGATION

Location Entry

City, Country, or Zip Code

Center Latitude

27.875001

Center Longitude

-82.437504

(Acceptable Format: +/-dd.dddd)

Navigation Maps on Panels 1 + 2 © 2006 DM Solutions Group, Inc.

2: REGIONAL NAVIGATION

0 10,000

3: DATA MAPS BY GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

 

 

REGISTER / LOG IN

ABOUT WEOGEO HISTORY ADVANCED FILTER

weogeo is another youg company. they are a map marketplace
founded by paul bissett, a sensor guy, this is a place for mapmakers and cartographers to sell their wares. 
perhaps 
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What Does It Mean?

• There are platforms for using data 
collection 

• Crowd data supplements the pros

• There is always more data to collect

• Realtime data is next

anyone can collect data. now there are platforms for putting it together in a useful way

there is always more to collect, just realize that it is never going to all be there. 
realtime data is next.



• Brady Forrest

• http://radar.oreilly.com

• brady@oreilly.com

• Where 2.0

• Conferences.oreilly.com/where

Thanks!





GPS in Phones

First totally opensourced phone

Global Locate AGPS chip

I can never upgrade or customize my phone. I have to buy a new one every few 
months if I 
want some new (software) feature to work. 
•Mobile platforms are proprietary and scattered. Developers have no easy way to 
create 
applications and deliver services that span all 
users. 



Immersive 
Everywhere

mobile phones are connected. 

and as 
Phones that have the software installed also have GPS chips and compasses. The software has been tested in New Zealand as well as in Japan.

The software is fairly self-explanatory. Point the phone at a building, and the phone will troll the Internet and bring back information on what you're looking at. Punch in "Chinese restaurant," and it will list the nearby ones and give you walking directions.
GeoVector

"Coffee is a big one. If you put in 'coffee' it will come back with five or six coffeehouses," Ellenby said. "Pointing is simplest way we interact with the world." 



Games

here’s a two-fer :-)
mobzombies
backseat playground
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